
Good morning.  We have had some good sessions yesterday on IR platforms and 
some of the copyright issues that come up with managing ETD collections.  This 
morning we are going to look at the nuts and bolts of the ETD submission process.  
If you are just starting out, looking at best practices that others have developed, can 
save a lot of time and angst.

I got involved in ETDs at UVic back in 2004 when we realized that space to store 
the bound volumes was getting very tight and ETDs were moving into mainstream.  
Aft tt di ETD f i 2004 t il t i 2005 k dAfter attending an ETD conference in 2004, we set up a pilot in 2005, worked on 
implementation procedures and processes through 2006 and launched our ETD 
program in June of 2007.  In 2009 I had the opportunity to do a 6 month study leave 
at Library and Archives Canada with Sharon Reeves in the Canada Theses Office.  
Over those six months I likely talked to you or your institution about your ETD 
program or plans for one.  I know back in 2005 there were some resources for 
ETDs but I didn’t always know all the right questions to ask.  So we thought at a y g q g
workshop such as this, a Best Practices session might be very useful.
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This morning in our hour and a half we will cover the following topics.  There are 
likely many more things we could talk about, but at the end hopefully there will be 
some time for comments and questions.  Also feel free to ask questions along the 
way, but we may refer comments to the end in order to stay on time.

So we will look at:

What is involved in an ETD program

What is involved in the ETD workflowWhat is involved in the ETD workflow

Issues that should be decided before implementation

Creating an ETD website

ETD tutorials are very helpful

We will look at the value of doing quality control and the pros and cons of metadata 
editing

Do you want records in your library catalogue

We will look at harvesting issues

Issues around sending your theses and/or dissertations to ProQuest

Do you need a restricted ETD collection

We will look at copyright licenses for ETDs and also preservation issues.
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An ETD program is a program where graduate students save their thesis or 
di t ti l t i fil d b it it t ETD C ll ti i thdissertation as an electronic file and submit it to an ETD Collection in the 
university’s digital archive.  The How to Guide on the Theses Canada Portal gives 
step by step guidance for setting up an ETD program.  The NDLTD website is a 
wealth of information and excellent preparation.  There is an ETD Guide that 
outlines many of the steps listed here.

After you have done your preparation reading, or possibly attended an ETD te you a e do e you p epa at o ead g, o poss b y atte ded a
Conference, you will want to gather together the people on your campus who should 
be involved in an ETD program.  Normally Faculty of Graduate Studies, Library and 
IT personnel.  It will vary with each institution.  Try to find people who will champion 
the program.

Next you will need to design a plan and develop a pilot project.

Before implementation, your current Theses guidelines will require a complete 
overhaul to convert to the ETD program.  This step can take a lot longer than 
planned for.

Once you have launched your ETD program, you should contact Theses Canada to 
request harvesting We will talk more about harvesting and your technical questionsrequest harvesting.  We will talk more about harvesting and your technical questions 
can be answered in the IR Systems Best Practices for ETDs this afternoon.
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Having a workflow diagram can be very helpful in understanding the all the steps in 
the ETD process.  Each institution will have different steps.  Some begin training in 
the ETD process early in the thesis writing process. Others have a more traditional 
approach with converting to a PDF and uploading to the IR as the end part of the 
writing process.  One of the benefits of ETDs is to give students an opportunity to 
be part of the open access movement and the self-publishing process. The grad 
student should be involved as much as possible in the process and have a good 
understanding of what they are doingunderstanding of what they are doing.
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Idea – Let’s work together in small groups to come up with as many steps as 
necessary to create an ETD Workflow.  Keep it IR neutral if possible. The idea is to 
talk about the overall model and share ideas on which steps are crucial, important 
or just nice to have.  Let’s take 10-15 min. and then a couple of groups can share 
their workflow.  The idea is to identify all the steps before you begin your ETD 
program.

The point here is to get participants to exchange ideas about best practices and to 
consider elements they may or may not have thought about in their implementation. 
They can also address issues revolving around what works well and what doesn’t AThey can also address issues revolving around what works well and what doesn t. A 
few groups can then share their models with the larger audience and we can move 
on to the next slide to provide further information. I think that this would be a great 
opening activity to get them involved early on. I can see this activity easily taking up 
approx. 20 mins.
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Briefly here are the basic steps, regardless of what IR software is used.

1.Student writes the thesis.  Many institutions have available thesis templates in 
MSWord, or LaTex.  A template is an excellent way to ensure uniformity and 
adherence to guidelines.

2.At some point along the way, the student may need help with creating the PDF 
file More about that laterfile.  More about that later.

3.The thesis development is under the guidance of the supervisor.  Awareness of 
the ETD process is key for supervisors.  This ETD education should be done 
through the Faculty of Graduate Studies.

4.The supervisor is responsible for content of thesis.  The student takes charge of 
format by following the guidelines.

5 After defense the st dent makes req ired corrections hich the s per isor or5.After defense the student makes required corrections which the supervisor or 
GSO checks.  Proof-reading is very important at this step, because once finalized, 
that is it.  No changes.

6.Student converts document or documents and supplementary files to PDF.  Again 
this may happen earlier in the process.

7.Student then hands in forms and possibly extra copies to Grad Studies Office.

8.Student then uploads ETD and it is archived in the IR.

9.Student is basically finished.
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There are still some processes after the student has submitted that are Library or 
G d St di kflGrad Studies workflows.  

1.Since your IR is open access, think about where you would like your ETDs to be 
discovered.

2.All IRs have an OAI-PMH layer to allow for harvesting of the metadata.  You will 
want to go beyond just a Google/Internet harvest.  You will need to register with a 
harvester, to be harvested.  One such harvester is the CARL IR harvester.  Another 
is Library and Archives Canada.  As you have heard, LAC is building a digital theses s b a y a d c es Ca ada s you a e ea d, C s bu d g a d g ta t eses
collection and is already close to 100,000 ETDs in its collection.  Its aim is to collect 
all current ETDs produced at Canadian universities through its harvesting service.  
The LAC collection is then in turn harvested by the NDLTD harvester.

3.Another activity is the automatic creation of catalogue records through metadata 
mapping.  LAC displays all theses records in its public catalogue AMICUS, by 
mapping the metadata from your IR into a MARC record.  You can also create 
MARC records for your local collection from the metadata in your IR by using DC –MARC records for your local collection from the metadata in your IR by using DC 
MARC crosswalks.

4.Many institutions send a copy of their ETD to ProQuest in order to get a 
microform perservation copy.  More about this later in the presentation.
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Here is the workflow we used when starting at UVic. The central circle could also be broken 
down into a more discrete workflow.  At Uvic, Grad Admissions approve the preliminary 
pages of the thesis, or checks that it meets the format standard,  outside the IR workflow.  
This summer we are moving to change this so that we use the IR software Approve / Reject 
workflow.
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University of Waterloo ETD Flowchart 19/11/2010

At University of Waterloo their workflow is slightly different because they use 
the built in workflow in their IR. The student uploads their thesis for approval 
within the IR software workflow.  It is approved or rejected and sent back for 
revisions all within the IR workflow.  The advantage is that the approver can 
see the entire thesis, not just the preliminary pages.

Christine Jewell 
cjewell@library.uwaterloo.ca 9



Queen's Repository

Here is Queen’s ETD workflow that we saw yesterday inHere is Queen s ETD workflow that we saw yesterday in 
Sam’s presentation.    Both Waterloo and Queen’s FTP 
their ETDs to ProQuest whereas at UVic, we send 
ProQuest a CD-ROM with a PDF on it.  At UVic, instead of 
handing in any paper theses, the student hands in a CD-
ROM ith their PDF on it Both processes are acceptableROM with their PDF on it.  Both processes are acceptable.

Best practice for ETD workflow would be to use the IR for 
the Approve /Reject step.  Of course this is easier said 
than done as we all have to work within the framework ofthan done, as we all have to work within the framework of 
existing workflows and change is never easy.
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1. We have been talking about ETD workflow and process, but all of this is with the 
assumption that you have a digital archive or Institutional Repository in which to 
store the ETD collection.  This was discussed yesterday, so the rest of the 
presentation will attempt to be IR neutral.

2. The other issues to think about are:

3. File formats

4 File naming conventions4. File naming conventions

5. Whether submission should be voluntary or mandatory

6. Metadata fields

7. And ETD collection sets

So let’s look at these one by one.
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1. One of the benefits of ETDs is that it expands beyond the print medium and allows 
students more options of expression This of course means that their ETD may includestudents more options of expression.  This of course means that their ETD may include 
multi-media files or other supplementary files.  These file formats are normally 
acceptable in an IR.

2. The standard file format for ETDs is the PDF.  Students can create a PDF by using a 
free tool, such as Cute PDF writer.  If your institution subscribes to Adobe, students can 
create their PDF using the Adobe Tool bar on MSWord by printing to a PDF file.  What 
students do will depend on what you require them to do.  If you require it in your 
Guidelines, then it will happen.

3 As I said the standard file format for ETDs is PDF But you can go beyond PDF to3. As I said, the standard file format for ETDs is PDF.  But you can go beyond PDF to 
PDF/A. 
PDF/A is an International Standards Organization (ISO) standard for long-term 
preservation of electronic documents.
It offers assurance that documents archived in that format will maintain their 
appearance and readability regardless of which applications and systems were 
used to create them.
Best practice would be to store your ETD PDFs as PDF/A.  

4. Question: How many of you require that format?  How do you make this a requirement 
f t d t d d h k th t it i i th t f t?for your students and do you check that it is in that format?  
The PDF/A standard does not define an archiving strategy, but instead identifies a 
format for electronic documents that ensures they can be reproduced consistently and 
predictably in the exact same way well into the future. PDF/A offers users a way to 
preserve electronic documents in a manner that maintains their visual appearance over 
time, independent of the tools and systems used for creating, storing or rendering the 
files.
Based on portable document format (PDF) technology from Adobe Systems Inc., 
PDF/A eliminates PDF features not suited to long-term archival, such as audio, video 

d t A it l t t PDF/A d ibilit i th t th d tand transparency. A vital component to PDF/A reproducibility is that the documents 
must be 100 percent self-contained. This feature ensures that all information needed to 
display the document in the same manner every time is embedded in the file. Included 
in each PDF/A file is all content, including text, raster images and vector graphics; as 
well as fonts and color information. 

5. BUT at the moment, LAC only has the ability to harvest a single PDF file.  So how can 
we accommodate this restriction and still archive the entire ETD.  Adobe has come out 
with an e-portfolio which is like a wrapper to hold all the files in one PDF.  This may be 
a way to accommodate having only one PDF file per ETD. More about this later.
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Before you start accepting ETDs, write into the Theses Guidelines your naming 
convention for the ETD PDF file.  Here are some good and bad examples.  If you 
ever want to import or export batches of files, consistent naming will help 
immensely.  Also these urls are displayed on websites and a consistent, meaningful 
file name is more readable.

Having a File naming convention embedded in your ETD workflow and Guidelines 
gives you the ability to enforce it.
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Most institutions begin an ETD program with voluntary submission by students.  At 
some point they decide to mandate it, in order to collect all of their theses and 
dissertations in electronic format.  Currently some institutions are mandating 
electronic submission right from the beginning.  With voluntary submission, buy-in 
can be slow, but when it is mandated by Graduate Studies or the institution, the 
ETD collection grows very quickly.  We have just mandated student submission for 
all theses this year, but have at least been receiving the PDF file, so have had staff 
submitting them to the ETD collection If we only received print we digitized it andsubmitting them to the ETD collection.  If we only received print, we digitized it and 
submitted it.  We have just caught up so from now all, all will be student submitted.  
Just start mandatory from the beginning.
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In the next 4 slides we will talk about metadata fields. First we need to consider 
what metadata fields to use, and you may wish to consider where the metadata will 
be displayed.  If your metadata is going to be harvested, you may make some fields 
mandatory.  Fields like Author, Title, Date, Type and Degree.  If you are mapping 
your metadata to your catalogue you may require some additional fields to keep 
your catalogue records consistent, such as Department and Supervisor.  Amicus, 
the LAC catalogue, will require some special fields for the degree information.  LAC 
uses the metadata schema ETD-MS which is based on Dublin Core It can beuses the metadata schema ETD-MS which is based on Dublin Core.  It can be 
found on the NDLTD website and being familiar with it before starting your ETD 
program is very helpful.
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Here are some fields that you may want to consider as mandatory.  If they are not 
filled in on the submission form, an error message appears to alert the user to fill in 
the field.  The Identifier field would be system generated, but still mandatory for an 
ETD record.
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Here are the optional fields that you would want in an ETD metadata record.  Best 
practice would be to have as many fields as possible under controlled vocabulary 
drop down boxes, so the student chooses from a list.  This provides consistency 
and a user friendly form.

You can create these controlled lists applicable to your institution.  

Question: Is anyone using controlled lists for Supervisors names?  Possibly from 
your Faculty lists.  Would be helpful if your records go into your catalogue where 
names are under Authority Control.  What other controlled lists are you using?  
Degree; Dept. / Faculty

Some institutions record defense date or convocation date.  These are all local 
decisions.
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Before you begin you should have some understanding of Dublin Core and ETD-MS 
metadata schemas.  These are two common schemas used for ETDs.  A number of 
IRs come with the Dublin Core qualified schema.  You can add other schemas if 
desired.  If you are being harvested by LAC, you will need to use ETD-MS. More 
about this in the afternoon IT sessions. ETD-MS is basically Dublin Core with 4 
qualified Degree elements. 

Another common schema used for ETDs is MODS.

Question: Is anyone using MODS?  You can get more information on MODS on the 
Library of Congress website.

Another thing to consider before implementation is if you will need crosswalks to 
map your metadata to MARC for use in your catalogue It is good to read up onmap your metadata to MARC for use in your catalogue.  It is good to read up on 
these topics before implementation, so you are aware of issues that may arise.
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Before implementation it is important to think about how you will organize your ETD 
collection or collections.  Many libraries are now having their back files of theses 
digitized, either in house or out-sourcing them.  Often these backfiles are acquired 
from ProQuest.  Library and Archives Canada now have the ProQuest PDFs back to 
1997 and up to 2004.  If you have these same files you should keep them in a 
separate collection from the ETD Collection of current theses that you want 
harvested by LAC in order to avoid duplication in the Amicus catalogue.  LAC also 
must not harvest any of your restricted theses so these should be kept in amust not harvest any of your restricted theses, so these should be kept in a 
separate collection.

Once you have considered these issues and how you are going to deal with them, 
you are ready to move on to setting up your submission forms in your IR, creating 
an ETD website and re-writing your Thesis Guidelines.

Even though there is a lot of prep work, once you launch your pilot, or ETD 
program, you are almost done.
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So let’s look at the ETD website.  Your ETD website should gather together all the 
pertinent information needed by students and faculty for the creation of ETDs.  
There are a number of excellent examples of ETD websites on the next slide.  You 
can put the overall ETD process here with submission procedures, templates, links 
to tutorials, FAQs, an ETD blog and FGS guidelines and forms.  Ideally this is 
created in collaboration with all the parties involved in ETDs on your campus.
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These institutions have created ETD websites for their students. I put this chart 
together last summer while I was on study leave.  I am sure there are other 
institutions that have come on board since then. But, feel free to browse through for 
ideas and best practices.  Don’t re-invent the wheel.
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Self-help guides for students are much appreciated and a number of institutions 
have done these. Queens has given us some very good information on tutorials.
Unfortunately they can get out of date as the IR is upgraded or the ETD collection 
moves to another platform.

Training should not be overlooked and it is a place that you can collaborate with 
other folks on campus.

Remember that as you implement an ETD program, many new processes will have 
to be put in place and staff and students will need training.

Use your existing communication channels to promote and educate students, 
faculty and staff on the new developments as you move to ETDs.



There still needs to be some quality control around ETDs and the ETD process.  
Just as in the print world, the final corrected version needs to be approved, usually 
by the Faculty of Graduate Studies and/or the supervisor.  This needs to be 
included in the workflow of the ETD.  Once the metadata has been entered by the 
student, the metadata should be checked by library staff for consistency and typos. 

Question: What are the pros and cons of metadata editing?  How many are doing 
it?

Also there can be NO signatures in the ETD for privacy reasons.  In an ETD there is 
no formal signed approval page as there was in print.   If there are supplementary 
files or multiple files, these should be checked.  As we have seen the use of the 
Adobe e-portfolio will wrap up these multiple files into one files so that LAC can 
harvest its single PDF file.  Some institutions use the handle.net system for their 
persistent url.  If the IR moves to another server the url address to the file doesn’t 
change Because LAC harvests not only the metadata but also the PDF links tochange. Because LAC harvests not only the metadata, but also the PDF, links to 
servers that move should be permanently forwarded, because the harvested link in 
the Amicus catalogue can’t be changed or updated.
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Most institutions have traditionally catalogued their theses and dissertations, which 
were then available in their library catalogues.  Now with IRs, is it necessary to have 
records in two places?  How do you maintain two places for metadata?  This is 
clearly a want rather than a need.  The easiest way is to install a crosswalk to 
convert the metadata in your IR to MARC and load the MARC file into your 
catalogue.  This can be done automatically with little or no human intervention.  You 
would want links to the ETD in your catalogue, just as you load e-book collection 
MARC records into your catalogue You can maintain authority control in yourMARC records into your catalogue.  You can maintain authority control in your 
catalogue which is much harder, if not impossible, in your IR.

Of course a discovery layer such as Endeca, Summons or Primo could find your 
ETDs, most libraries are not there yet.
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Much more about the harvesting issues will be in the session after lunch.  Before 
you get your ETD program launched, the best practice is to have your DC metadata 
mapping to the correct ETD-MS field.  This is one of the most problematic areas for 
LAC.  Displays in the Amicus catalogue are based on this mapping.

Two problematic areas

Date – this should be the copyright date, not the submitted date to the IR.

Thesis note field – Thesis (M A ) – Institution granting degree date (year from t p )Thesis note field Thesis (M.A.) Institution granting degree, date (year from t.p.)  
If metadata fields not mapped correctly, the degree name doesn’t show, or the 
institution doesn’t show or the date is the date submitted to the IR, not date from t.p.



First some history:

In the print world we sent our theses and dissertations to ProQuest (formerly UMI) 
for two reasons.

1. To have the thesis listed in Dissertations Abstracts and

2. To have a microform copy for preservation and ILL. One copy for 
your institution and the preservation copy and 2 ILL copies for LAC

Currently LAC negotiates a contract on our behalf with ProQuest every three yearsCurrently, LAC negotiates a contract on our behalf with ProQuest every three years,
and that is why LAC has a license the students sign.

ProQuest began digitizing theses in late 1997, under the terms of its first 
contract with Library and Archives Canada.

To date LAC has received digitized theses and dissertations from ProQuest
covering the period 1997 to mid 2004.

LAC has a goal of creating a digital Canadian theses collection by the middle of this 
decade.  This will be accomplished by harvesting our ETD collections in our 
Canadian institutional repositories.  This is why it would be great if more institutions 
could begin ETD programscould begin ETD programs.

Question: Are there continuing benefits to sending our ETDs to ProQuest?  
Discussion.



Of course one of the big benefits of ETDs is their availability on the web.  But, there 
are some who don’t want their thesis to be that available for valid reasons.

If an ETD needs to be restricted (withheld), there must be valid reasons and a 
documented workflow.  Every campus will be different, but the traditional reasons 
for withholding are patents pending and imminent publication of the work.  Some 
institutions have 6 month withholding blocks which can be renewed, others have 1 
or 2 years.  The important thing to remember here is that these theses must NOT
b h t d F IR th i t t d l ith thi i t t th ithh ldbe harvested.  For some IRs, the easiest way to deal with this is to put the withholds 
in a separate restricted collection.  Dspace 1.6 has an embargo feature which may 
be a slick way to deal with this issue.

Some institutions want to restrict access to campus only.  This could be analogous 
to a print thesis in Special Collections or Archives, which are usually non-circulating.

Lately there have been conversations on the ETD-l and on campuses about 
Creative Writing students who are creating original novels, plays and poetry that 
they want to publish.  

Question: How are institutions dealing with this?Question: How are institutions dealing with this?



This is one area where we get many questions.  The first is author’s rights.  Much of 
this was covered yesterday in the copyright session.

For ETDs your institution’s partial copyright license will need to cover distribution on 
the web.  You may have to have your university lawyer draft you a more up-to-date 
version to cover ETDs.  You can have your students choose the CC license to cover 
their digital rights.  All students should be signing the LAC partial copyright license 
as this allows LAC to make it available on the web.

The other piece of copyright is when the student needs to obtain permission to use 
something in their thesis.  This is traditionally where the supervisor should give 
guidance.  Often the student has asked for permission, may put the letter of 
permission in their PDF, but the fine print says that they may use the item for the 
defense of their thesis, but it may not be included in an online version.  So it must 
b d f th PDF b f l di i t th IR Thi i h h i thbe removed from the PDF before uploading into the IR.  This is where having the 
approval workflow within the IR software is so important.  That way the approver 
can see all the pages of the PDF and check for this type of thing.

Many universities are digitizing  older theses or having them digitized.   Some are 
keeping these in a restricted collection because they do not have permission from 
th th Oth t th i ll ti il bl t th b d i it l tthe author.  Others put them in collections available to the web and invite people to 
contact them if they don’t want them available that way.



The final aspect of an ETD program is of course preservation.  The session right 
after the break will deal with this topic in more depth.  I just want to mention a 
couple of points.  In the print world, we considered the microfiche to be the 
preservation copy.  There was a copy on your campus, the original and two copies 
at LAC and a copy at ProQuest.  That is pretty good back up.

Many faculty are skeptical of digital files being preserved over the long-haul.  This is 
still a developing field, but let’s look at the copies we have in the digital form.  Your 
own copy in your IR. Of course your IR is backed-up both locally and off-site.  There 
is a digital copy that LAC harvests.  We will hear in the next session about LAC’s 
plans for a Trusted Digital Repository.  Some places are using LOCKSS.  So the 
ETDs shouldn’t disappear.

Preservation is different than many copies.  PDF does seem to becoming a global 
standard with many interested parties discussing this issue.  I will let Gail and Pam 
in the next session explore this further.



Best practices around ETDs is evolving and developing.  We need to share best 
practices so we don’t re-invent the wheel and we have consistently good practices.  
We are open to suggestions as to the best way for Canadian institutions to share 
knowledge and mentor institutions just coming on board with ETDs.

Question: Does anyone have ideas for sharing best practices? Any other 
questions?


